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he idea of a vibrant public realm in urban housing that is filled with coherent 
communal activities is central to this thesis. It challenges the current conditions of the 
public realm in typical Hong Kong urban housing, where in the form of covered walkways, 
lift lobbies and corridors, the public realm only accommodates necessary movement and is 
a collection of utilitarian dead spaces with no priority for design. Public activities are further 
segregated into different isolated zones that result in more and more introverted urban 
lives and a public realm with no public activities. 
The possibil ity of inserting the diversity of a city into the public realm of ur-
ban housing is examined. Such diversity could be in terms of programmatic relationships, 
multiple connections, hierarchy of circulation systems, making of places etc. It is believed 
that a semi-lattice organizational structure of the city would be able to alter the 
two-dimensional and segregated conditions of the public realm in urban housing of Hong 
Kong. Eventually, a typology of urban housing that does not negate but invite the 
surrounding context is developed as a demonstration of alternatives to the existing 
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The idea of considering architecture as part of the urban 
and public lives and vice versa has always been present in 
the history of architecture. One of the best representations 
of this idea is arguably Italian architect and surveyor Giam-
battista Nolli's Pianta Grande di Roma completed in 1748. 
Nowadays universally known as the Nolli plans, this set of 
plans depicts Rome in a figure-ground representation with 
the built areas shaded in a dark poche. 
Its significance lies in the fact that only the completely pri-
vate areas of the buildings are shaded. The rest of the city 
is regarded as public space. It includes not only the streets 
and squares, but also the public interiors of major pieces of 
architecture. It represents an idea in which the public space 
of a city goes beyond the non-built urban spaces and flows 
into its architecture. It is a powerful description of the city 
as a continuous public realm where the outside and inside 
are interlocked.� 
How about the public realm of our city? 
Giambattista Nolli's Pianta Grande di Roma 
(Source - Nolli, Vasi, Piranesi: immagine di Roma antica 
e moderna: rappresentare e conoscere la metropo/i dei 
lumi, Roma: Artemide 2004) 
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lie Realm 
Ever since the proliferation of the use of cars in the last cen-
tury, the street has since gradually lost its publicness due 
to the fact that the street is now designed for the use of the 
cars, instead of for the use of pedestrians. The pedestrian 
parts of the street have now diminished into narrow strips of 
land on both sides of the vehicle passageway. These narrow 
sidewalks have become an important form of public space 
in the contemporary city. Nevertheless, due to the high den-
sity of the contemporary city and the usual narrowness of 
the sidewalk, these sidewalk spaces are often overcrowded, 
particularly in the city or town centre. As described by Pu 
Miao, they become�no more than circulation channels where 
people literally push each other to keep other'. Pu further 
quoted the idea of William Whyte that 'a sidewalk filled with 
pedestrians could be just a boring transportation corridor' 
to strengthen his argument.� 
Many contemporary architects have also identified this crisis 
of the public realm and Rem Koolhaas is one of them. In his 
description of the Generic City, he claimed that 'the seren-
ity of the Generic City is achieved by the evacuation of the 
public realm, as in an emergency fire drill. The urban plane 
now only accommodates necessary movement, fundamen-
tally the car; highways are a superior version of boulevards 
and plazas, taking more and more space. ‘ With the 
spread of consumerism, which emphasizes on the individual 
and the private sector, our cities are becoming more and 
more privatized at the expense of the gradual shrinking of 
the public r ea lm .� 
Is there a possibility that our public 
realm could be revitalized? 
Fast circulation channels dominating the city 
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Roads for vehicles dominating the city instead of 
pedestrian streets 
(Source - Le Corbusier: Ideas and Forms, New 
York: Rizzoli 1986) 
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What is the condition of the designed 
public realm of Hong Kong? 
In the urban context of Hong Kong, the public realm is 
brought into multiple levels by the proliferation of eleva-
tors, escalators and skywalks. Public spaces are no longer 
confined on the ground plane but brought into new levels 
up in the sky due to the fact that adoration of verticality is 
part of the Hong Kong character. The ultra high density of 
Hong Kong further justifies the proliferation of public space 
in elevated levels. 
A particular observation is taken on the public realm within 
and related to urban housing of Hong Kong, as residen-
tial building type is definitely the most numerous types in 
the city and because of its relevance to every citizen of the 
city. 
2.2,1 issue 1 - The Public Realm Accommodates 
Only Movement 
In typical urban housing, the public realm is the extension 
of the street into each residential level consisting of various 
numbers of private living units. It provides for the impor-
tant spatial experience between one's working place and 
resting place. Such a three-dimensional urban plane exists 
homogeneously in the form of covered walkways, entrance 
lobbies, common corridors etc. Moreover, this public realm 
only accommodates necessary movement between destina-
tions. The spaces are designed solely as a conveyor belt to 
transport people from destinations to destinations. 
The public realm brought into elevated levels - much closer 
proximity to the residents - but with a lack of coherent com-
munal programs, the space is under-used s 
mr 
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2.2.2 Issue 2 
Moreover, the public realm is not designed as a platform 
for activities. Although public in nature, public activities are 
nowhere to be found in this public realm. Due to its lack 
of spatial qualities and homogeneity, interaction among the 
users of the space is very unlikely. It is a collection of utili-
tarian dead spaces with no priority in the design process. 
To strive for higher economic efficiency, this public realm is 
shrinking more and more, further discouraging communal 
interaction. 
Issue 
Even there is public activity zones designed in the public 
realm, every different activity is segregated into different 
independent zones. People pursuing different needs may 
not meet at all due to this segregation of activities. The pro-
gramming of the spaces into designated areas for different 
activities also creates rigid boundaries between activities 
which might perform better if in a coherent whole. As a re-
sult, urban lives become more and more introverted. 
A public realm that accommodates necessary movement 
only and with spatial quality that does not suggest public 
activities to take place 
,6 
A cluster of typical private housing in Lai Chi Kok 
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To further observe the existing condition of the public realm 
in urban housing of Hong Kong, a cluster of four private 
housing developments in Lai Chi Kok is selected as a case 
study. This cluster of private housing is selected because it 
is one of the iconic private housing developments in West 
Kowloon. Moreover, it is selected for it is representative as 
a typical private housing type in recent years. This can be 
seen from the fact that the cluster is actually four different 
developments of four different developers, yet the overall 
building forms are so similar that they are like one single 
development. 




Uniformity at the tower level 
From the study, the homogeneity of the public realm in the 
form of lobbies and corridors at the tower levels can be 
noticed immediately. Once at the tower levels, connections 
with adjacent towers are nowhere to be found, highlighting 
the individuality of each residential tower. In the whole clus-
ter of housing, no public external open spaces are provided 
at all, reflecting the trend of privatization of open space 
within each development. Each development is like an ur-
ban island, where shared space between neighbouring is-
lands is confined to elevated walkways only. At the podium 
of each development, shopping centres are provided as if 
the only daily need of the residents is shopping. It has been 
proved as totally not the case from the fact that two out of 
the four shopping centres have been out of use currently. 
One of them has been closed completely while the other 
one is rented completely to a second-hand car company as 
a sales ce门tre. 
In the case of public housing, what is observed is more 
or less similar, only with less privatization. Hong Kong has 
been building this type of urban housing with a utilitarian 
public realm for the past 20 years or so, is there really no 
alternative in the design of urban housing in a high-density 
environment? 
Segregated activities and lack of coherent 
communal programs at podium leel 
Public housing - similar in plan with private housing 
and limited coherent communal activities 
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2.3.1 Precedent Cases 
Is there alternative to the existing condition of ur-
ban housing in Hong Kong? 
High-density housing projects in the region which have the qualities contrary 
to the existing condition of the designed public realm in Hong Kong urban 
housing are singled out to study its spatial and programmatic organization. 
From the precedents, it is proven that the ideal of an urban housing develop-
ment with a vibrant public realm filled with coherent communal activities is 
actually achievable and had been achieved. 
Hing Wah(ll) Estate 
LOCATION - Chai Wan, Hong Kong 
COMPLETION - 1976 
AREA - 56 400 sq m 
BUILDING TYPE - Slab 
RESIDENTIAL UNITS - 3578 
PROGRAM - Public rental housing, community facilities 
(elderlies, home, day-care centre, community centre etc.), 
supermarket, community shops, open space 
Linked Hybrid 
LOCATION - Beijing, Mainland China 
COMPLETION - 2008 (under construction) 
AREA - 210 000 sq m 
BUILDING TYPE - Towers connected by Link Bridge 
RESIDENTIAL UNITS - 750 
PROGRAM - Private housing, commercial zones, hotel, cin-
ematique, kindergarten, office, open space, underground 
parking 
Montane Mansion 
LOCATION - Quarry Bay, Hong Kong 
COMPLETION - 1972 
AREA - 115 000 sq m 
BUILDING TYPE - Block 
RESIDENTIAL UNITS - 2359 
PROGRAM - Private housing, community facilities, restau-
rant, supermarket, retail spaces, open space 
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Overall relationship between public realm 
and other programs 
Hing Wah(ll) Estate 
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KEY ISSUES - Street-in-the-air, mixing of communal progranns(welfare & commercial) into the slab block 
KEY DRAWBACKS - Absence of a sense of'place' in the public realm 
View of the stree-in-the-air 
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The internal public realm 
The external public realm 
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The continuous public realm at 
upper street level 
Public realm and program configuration at 
upper street level 
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The continuous public realm at 
street-in-the-air level 
Public realm and program configuration at 
street-in-the-air level 
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Linked Hybrid 
KEY ISSUES - 'City within a city', spaces organized to generate city-like relationships, ring of public spaces 
at the link bridge level 
KEY DRAWBACKS - Possible absence of public activities at link bridge level, coherence of programs to the 
community life of residents 
Overall relationship between public realm 
and other programs 
1__ 
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The internal public realm 
The external public realm 
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Community pograms 
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Montane Mansion 
KEY ISSUES - mixing of programs and residents' routes to achieve a vibrant public realm, public courtyard spaces 
which are accessible to all 
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The internal public realm 
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The basement as a destination only 
A vibrant public realm at ground floor 
with mixing of paths 
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2.4 NCiPLES 
The theoretical research part of the thesis is an exercise 
that helps to formulate the design strategy in achieving 
the aim of the thesis to revitalize the public realm of urban 
housing in Hong Kong. This exercise is done such that firstly 
ideas and arguments are formulated from the previous case 
studies. With these ideas, it is then located in the current 
architectural discourse to search for a theoretical basis to 
generate a principle. The design principles are shaped in the 
form of series of questions aiming for better ways of design-
ing urban housing. 
2 A 1 Pr inc ip le 1 - A 3 D N o 刚 a n 
As discussed previously, unlike the Nolli plan of Rome in the 
18th century, the public realm of contemporary cities is no 
longer confined to the ground level. It has been brought 
into multiple levels through the proliferation of elevators, 
escalators and sky walks. This has been particularly true in 
Hong Kong due to our ultra high density and lack of land 
resources. Nevertheless, the essence of the public realm in 
Rome at that period of time is its continuity, breaking the 
boundaries of each individual building, linking up the urban 
space of the city as a continuous whole. 
Such an idea of a 3D Nolli plan has already been experi-
mented in Ken Yeang's various design proposals. Essentially, 
this concept can be interpreted as inserting the public and 
diverse nature of the city into the building. 'Urban design 
involves the provision of public realm spaces such as plazas, 
boulevards and avenues that respect the city's unique cul-
tural differences. The shifting nature of these public spaces 
is the nexus that links the divergent interests of the city, 
giving people the qualitative experience that they are some-
where. It is the equivalents of these that we need to design 
into the high-rise: [^] 
Street life in La Rambia, Barcelona 
•22 
Ken Yeang's scheme of inserting the La Rambia into a high-
rise building 
(Source - Reinventing The Skyscraper-A Vertical Theory of 
Urban Design, Chichester: Wiley-Academy 2002) 
Nevertheless, only providing such public spaces as inde-
pendent programs in a building is not fulfilling the concept. 
The sky garden that proliferated in recent Hong Kong pri-
vate housing developments can actually be described as a 
design that fulfill part of what Yeang theorized. The rate of 
usage and spatial quality of these 'gardens', which are actu-
ally refuge floors satisfying statutory requirements due to 
the number of storey of the building, are definitely doubtful. 
Therefore, Yeang further argues that "the challenge to the 
designer is how to create such streets-in-the-sky in the up-
per parts of the new high-rise, and planning them as linked 
[6] 
spaces in its three-dimensional matrix'. 
Is it possible to preserve the spirit of the 
continuous public realm ofthe Nolliplan 
in contemporary Hong Kong residential 
typology in the meantime projecting it 
three-dimensionally to form a 3D con-
tinuous public realm in the building? 
CITY WITHIN HOUSING 
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A scheme of incorporating public spaces in the upper lev-
els of the high-rise building 
(Source - Reinventing The Skyscraper-A Vertical Theory 
of Urban Design, Chichester: Wiley-Academy 2002) 
2.4.2 Principle 2 
�In the face of gigantism and fragmentation, public life, es-
pecially life in public spaces, has been seriously eroded... 
The structure of the city should invite and encourage public 
life, not only through its institutions, but directly and sym-
bolically through its public spaces'. [？] The city is first and 
foremost a meeting place for people... With this comes the 
traditional proposition of "place-making'' as creating meet-
ing and event spaces for a livable civic environment'. [8] 
Public life has long been regarded central to people's lives 
in the city. However, it has long been confined to the ground 
plane or elevated a few storeys above the ground. It seems 
that above the podium level, public life should be suppressed 
into narrow corridors or small lift lobbies. 
Public life should be centra! to our lives 
in the contemporary city. Instead of oc-
curring in the commercialized podiums 
or large parks on the edge of the city or 
'sky garden' which is constantly under 
strong wind. Is it possible that public life 
could occur in a public space in the up-





2.4.4 Overall Design Strategy 
ing 
The design strategy would be inserting the diversity of the 
city into the public realm of urban housing. Such diversity 
could be in terms of programmatic relationship, multiple 
connections, hierarchy of circulation systems, making of 
places etc. It is believed that the semi-lattice organizational 
structure of the natural city would be able to revitalize the 
generic condition of the public realm in urban housing of 
Hong Kong. 
Conceptual diagram of the design strategy 
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2.4.3 Principle 3 in-the-
In the first note-text written at the time of designing the 
Golden Lane Project in 1952, Peter Smithson wrote, 'Our 
aim is to create a true street-in-the-air, each "street''having 
a large number of people dependent on it for access, and 
in addition some streets are to be thoroughfares - that is, 
rgi 
leading to places. According to Alison and Peter Smith-
son, the space in front of the flat is very important as it is 
the first point of contact with the outside world. 
Is it possible that the concept ofstreets-
in-the-air be re-applied in the Hong 
Kong residential typology to re-inter-
pret as an alternative to the narrow, 
windo wless,mechanically- ven tila ted 
corridor or as a re-interpretation of the 
vernacular and vibrant street market of 
Hong Kong? 
The Smithsons' Golden Lane Project 
(Source - The Charged Void: architecture/A/ison and 
Peter Smithson, New York: Monacelli Press 2001) 
i J 藝 
Overview of the study of high-density housing typology 
of Hong Kong 
•2 6 
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2.5 •LOGY 
In order to re-interpret a new type of housing in Hong 
Kong, a study of the history of Hong Kong high-den-
sity housing typology is inevitable. It can be observed 
that high-density housing in Hong Kong first emerges 
in 1954 with the completion of the Mark I public hous-
ing. Soon after, the private sector also starts building 
housing in a very high density to cope with the emerg-
ing needs to house the growing population. 
It is noteworthy that the emergence of high-density 
housing in Hong Kong correlates with the completion of 
Le Corbusier's Unite d'Habitation in Marseille in 1952. 
It can be seen that Hong Kong housing is heavily influ-
enced by the Modernist traditions from very early on. 
Yet, the early housing typologies continued to be influ-
enced by various other European movements. There-
fore, a large variety of types are seen until the 1980s. 
For instance, the idea of the street-in-the-air advocated 
by British architects Alison and Peter Smithson is seen 
realized in public housing and police housing in Hong 
Kong in the 1970s. 
Meanwhile, the idea of new towns and satellite cities 
realized in the Alton Estate, Roehampton, London ob-
viously inspired the government to build large public 
housing estate on the outskirts of the city. 
Nevertheless, ever since the 1980s the typologies 
in both the private and public sectors have become 
more and more homogeneous and generic. It can be 
observed that the tower typology has dominated the 
recent housing typology scene and would very likely 
continue to be the only typology in the foreseeable fu-
ture. 
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Typical Residential Floor 
Plan 1:1000 
TYPOLOGY - Slab 
CATEGORY- Mark I 
SECTOR - Public 
PROLIFERATION PERIOD - 1950s 
SIGNIFICANCE - The Mark I blocks not only mark the start 
of the provision of public housing in Hong Kong, but also 
signifies the start of the era of high-density urban housing 
in Hong Kong 
RELATIONSHIP WITH CITY - Integration, public space de-
fined by building blocks 
EXAMPLE - Shep Kip Mei Estate (1954) 
Roof-top School 
Site Plan 1:15000 
NO. OF STOREYS - 6-7 
UNITS PER BLOCK - 384 
AVERAGE UNIT AREA - 11.2 sq m 
PROGRAMS IN A SINGLE BLOCK - Residential units, roof-top 
school 
TYPOLOGY-Courtyard 
CATEGORY - Mark II 
SECTOR - Public 
PROLIFERATION PERIOD - 1960s 
SIGNIFICANCE - The addition of staircase blocks on both 
sides of the block forms two courtyard spaces inside the 
Mark II block. It is very different from the following Mark 
III - VI blocks, as all of them are just variations of double-
loaded slab block 
RELATIONSHIP WITH CITY - Integration, public space loose-
ly defined by building blocks 
EXAMPLE - Lower Wong Tai Tsin Estate (1961) 
Roof-top School 
� w -為)/ 
Site Plan 1:15000 
NO. OF STOREYS - 7-8 
UNITS PER BLOCK - 476 
AVERAGE UNIT AREA - 11.7 sq m 
PROGRAMS IN A SINGLE BLOCK - Residential units, roof-top 
school, ground level public courtyard 
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TYPOLOGY - Block 
CATEGORY - Block without Public Space 
SECTOR - Private 
PROLIFERATION PERIOD - 1960s 
SIGNIFICANCE - Able to accommodate much more people 
than the tenement block, block buildings proliferated in the 
1960s to early 70s. In the early period, the whole site is built 
to accommodate the highest amount of residents, leaving 
no opportunity to provide public open space of any kind 
RELATIONSHIP WITH CITY - Isolation, no public space is 
defined or provided for the city except the utilitarian cor-
ridor space 
EXAMPLE - San Po Kong Building (1967) 
jL-f 1 MMMM-I m W，、Site Plan 
NO. OF STOREYS - 3(podium) + 18 
UNITS PER BLOCK - 144 
AVERAGE UNIT AREA - 40-70 sq m 
PROGRAMS IN A SINGLE BLOCK - Residential units, podi-
um-top public open space, podium-top shops, podium-top 
community programs, podium carpark, podium shops, po-
dium community programs 
,/�y 
：’ 
Site Plan 1:15000 \ \ 
NO. OF STOREYS - 19 
UNITS PER BLOCK - 540 
AVERAGE UNIT AREA - 20-37 sq m 
PROGRAMS IN A SINGLE BLOCK - Residential units, 
shops, community programs, theatre, carpark 
Typical Residential 
Floor Plan 1:1000 
SECTOR - Private 
PROLIFERATION PERIOD - 1968 onwards 
SIGNIFICANCE - Starting from Mei Foo Sun Chuen, the 
typology of private housing estate begins to emerge and 
fluorish. It also set the norm of using the double cruciform 
layout for the tower for better views, lighting and ventilation 
conditions for the residents. Its emergence gradually re-
places the building of the block building type in Hong Kong 
RELATIONSHIP WITH CITY - Integration, the podium con-
sists of programs for residents' daily lives and podium-top 
public space is accessible to all people 
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Typical Residential Floor 
Plan 1:1000 
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TYPOLOGY - Tower 
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TYPOLOGY - Slab 
CATEGORY - Slab 
SECTOR - Public 
PROLIFERATION PERIOD - 1970s 
SIGNIFICANCE - Very similar to the Mark VI block in layout, 
the slab housing type is much taller in building height than 
the previous types. In some cases, it can be as high as 28 
storeys high. Often, slabs are linked to form a spatially en-
closed public space and design features like street-in-the-
air are in some cases added 
RELATIONSHIP WITH CITY - Integration, central public 
space defined by linked slab blocks on three sides 
EXAMPLE - Hing Wah(II) Estate (1976) 
Site Plan 1:15000 
NO. OF STOREYS - 9-28 
UNITS PER BLOCK - 360-1120 
AVERAGE UNIT AREA - 22.67-42.18 sq m 
PROGRAMS IN A SINGLE BLOCK - Residential units, roof-
top open space, local shops, community programs 
TYPOLOGY - Block 
CATEGORY - Block with Public Space 
SECTOR - Private 
PROLIFERATION PERIOD - 1970s 
SIGNIFICANCE - A transformation of the earlier block build-
ing type, this type of block building defines some public 
space by its building form within the site boundary. The 
space would either be at ground level or elevated, yet, these 
spaces remain public and everyone is free to access 
RELATIONSHIP WITH CITY - Semi-integration, as the re-
lationshop between the public space of housing and city is 
less direct 
EXAMPLE - Montane Mansion (1972) 
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Site Plan 1:15000 
NO. OF STOREYS - 18 
UNITS PER BLOCK - 2359 
AVERAGE UNIT AREA - 30-60 sq m 
PROGRAMS IN A SINGLE BLOCK - Residential units, shops, 













Typical Residential Floor 
Part Plan 1:1000 
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CATEGORY - Twin Tower 
SECTOR - Public 
PROLIFERATION PERIOD - 1970s 
SIGNIFICANCE - One of the few typologies in Hong Kong 
housing in which a courtyard design and exterior balcony 
approach are used. However, the courtyard as a public space 
is proved to be under-used due to its spatial quality of sur-
rounded by over 20 storeys of residential units on 4 sides 
RELATIONSHIP WITH CITY - Isolation, public space enclosed 
within four sides of residential units with little connection 
with the outside 
EXAMPLE - Oi Man Estate (1974) 




X ^ Space 
Site Plan 
1:15000 
NO. OF STOREYS - 23/20 
UNITS PER BLOCK - 731 
AVERAGE UNIT AREA - 33.2-54.9 sq m 
PROGRAMS IN A SINGLE BLOCK - Residential units, roof-top 
open space, ground level atrium public space, community 
programs 
TYPOLOGY-Slab 
CATEGORY - Double H 
SECTOR - Public 
PROLIFERATION PERIOD - 1980s 
SIGNIFICANCE - The Double H is the first housing type that 
moves towards the Modernist ideals in which building ex-
ists as object. Narrow spaces are defined by the form of 
the slabs, but the proportion of the space undermines its 
publicness 
RELATIONSHIP WITH CITY - Semi-isolation, the building 
blocks just sit as object on the site with some spaces de-
fined by the slabs 
EXAMPLE - Lok Wah(North) Estate (1985) 
Roof-top Open Space 
Site Plan 1:15000 
NO. OF STOREYS - 25 
UNITS PER BLOCK - 750 
AVERAGE UNIT AREA - 29.3-57.6 sq m 
PROGRAMS IN A SINGLE BLOCK - Residential units, roof-top 
open space, community programs 
Typical Residential Floor 
Plan 1:1000 
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TYPOLOGY - Tower 
CATEGORY - Pencil Tower on Podium 
SECTOR - Private 
CITY WITHIN HOUSING 
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TYPOLOGY - Slab 
CATEGORY- Linear Type 3 
SECTOR - Public 
PROLIFERATION PERIOD - 1980s 
SIGNIFICANCE - Unlike the Double H type, the Linear type 
has the characteristics of an inter-connected public space of 
lobbies or corridors on each floor. A typical long slab char-
acteristics, it is improved in this type with the composition 
of 3 slabs so that some parts of this space are open to ex-
ternal air 
RELATIONSHIP WITH CITY - Isolation, no public space is 
defined on ground level by the building form as the block 
sits as object 




Roof-top Open Space 
Site Plan 1:15000 
NO. OF STOREYS -
UNITS PER BLOCK 
AVERAGE UNIT AREA - 21.5-65.1 sq m 
PROGRAMS IN A SINGLE BLOCK - Residential units, roof-top 
open space, community programs 
Typical Residential Floor 
Plan 1:1000 
PROLIFERATION PERIOD - 1980s onwards 
SIGNIFICANCE - The typology for small site development 
in old districts, podiums are used to accommodate either 
some shops or mechanical services. Public space is rarely 
provided in this type. Residents must rely on the city con-
text to enjoy public space 
RELATIONSHIP WITH CITY - Isolation, no public space is 
defined on ground level by the building form as the block 
sits as object 
EXAMPLE - Tung Tze Terrace (2006) 
V 
:15000 Site Plan 
NO. OF STOREYS -
UNITS PER BLOCK 
3(podium)+26 
-77 
AVERAGE UNIT AREA - 13.63-25.96 sq m 
PROGRAMS IN A SINGLE BLOCK - Residential units, shops, 
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TYPOLOGY - Tower 
CATEGORY- Trident II 
SECTOR - Public 
PROLIFERATION PERIOD - 1980s - early 1990s 
SIGNIFICANCE - A major break-away from the previous 
types of public housing, the Trident blocks not only differ 
greatly in form, but also in internal circulation organiza-
tion. Importance of long corridors is no longer primary, but 
replaced by central lift lobby and branching-out short cor-
ridors, so as to increase the efficiency of the layout 
RELATIONSHIP WITH CITY - Isolation, with a very large 
footprint and mostly on very large site, no public space is 




Site Plan 1:15000 
NO. OF STOREYS - 35 
UNITS PER BLOCK - 840 
AVERAGE UNIT AREA - 11.4-41.1 sq m 
PROGRAMS IN A SINGLE BLOCK - Residential units, com-
munity programs 
TYPOLOGY - Tower 
CATEGORY - Tower on Podium 
SECTOR - Private 
PROLIFERATION PERIOD - 1980s onwards 
SIGNIFICANCE - Developed from the Mei Foo Sun Chuen 
type, podiums become frequently used in private devel-
opment. Different programs are placed into the podium, 
however, the form of podiums gradually become more and 
more rigid and activities within become more and more in-
troverted 
RELATIONSHIP WITH CITY - Isolation, the podium acts as 
a large object placed in the urban fabric irrespective of the 
context 
rr-Zl-L—1 EXAMPLE - Shatin Centre (1981) 
ri 
Site Plan 1:15000 
NO. OF STOREYS - 3(podium) + 27 
UNITS PER BLOCK - 216 
AVERAGE UNIT AREA - 35-45 sq tn 
PROGRAMS IN A SINGLE BLOCK - Residential units, podium-
top private garden, podium shopping mall, podium carpark 












SECTOR - Public (HOS Scheme) 
PROLIFERATION PERIOD - 1990s onwards 
SIGNIFICANCE - The predominant type for HOS Housing 
in the past 15 years and in the near future, it leans more 
towards private housing typology in terms of layout design. 
Some of the Concord type blocks is turned into public rent-
al housing as the sale of all HOS Housing is suspended in 
2002 
RELATIONSHIP WITH CITY - Isolation, no relationship with 
the city with no public space defined by the building 
EXAMPLE - Fu Tai Estate (2000) A 
Site Plan 1:15000 
NO. OF STOREYS - 35 
UNITS PER BLOCK - 280 
AVERAGE UNIT AREA - 16.3-53.1 sq m 
PROGRAMS IN A SINGLE BLOCK - Residential units 
I ? 
Typical Residential Floor 
Plan 1:1000 J 
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TYPOLOGY - Tower 
CATEGORY - Harmony I 
SECTOR - Public 
PROLIFERATION PERIOD - 1990s onwards 
SIGNIFICANCE - The Harmony I type is one of the most 
important types as it has been the predominant type in the 
past 15 years and the near future. It has a layout very simi-
lar to that of private housing and achieves the idea of plan 
efficiency by minimizing the public realm and thus cost-ef-
fectiveness is ensured 
RELATIONSHIP WITH CITY - Isolation, no relationship with 
the city with no public space defined by the building 
EXAMPLE - Hing Wah(I) Estate (1999) “ 
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Site Plan 1:15000 
NO. OF STOREYS - 35 
UNITS PER BLOCK - 560 
AVERAGE UNIT AREA - 16 
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Typical Residential Floor 
Plan 1:1000 
TYPOLOGY - Tower 
CATEGORY- Concord I 
SECTOR - Private 
PROLIFERATION PERIOD - 2000s onwards 
SIGNIFICANCE - One of the most typical type of housing in 
the private sector nowadays in Hong Kong, the whole de-
velopment is treated like a object that sits in the city fabric 
regardless of the nearby context. Active relationship with 
the ground is neglected and blank walls are what one could 
most likely see when viewed at street level 
RELATIONSHIP WITH CITY - Isolation, the large podium sits 
on the site with no spatial relationship with the vicinity 
EXAMPLE - Grand Promenade (2005) 
ii 
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Site Plan 1:15000 
NO. OF STOREYS - 5(podium) + 55 to 58 
UNITS PER BLOCK - 440-464 ‘ 
AVERAGE UNIT AREA - 40-300 sq m 
PROGRAMS IN A SINGLE BLOCK - Residential units, sky 
graden at 47/F, podium privatr clubhouse, podium private 
garden, podium carpark 
Site Plan 1:15000 
NO. OF STOREYS - 4(podium) + 15 
UNITS PER BLOCK - 140 
AVERAGE UNIT AREA - 25.85-47.44 sq m 
PROGRAMS IN A SINGLE BLOCK - Residential units, podi 
um-top public space, podium carpark 
TYPOLOGY - Tower 
CATEGORY - Towers at Periphery on Large Podium 
Typical Residential Floor 
Plan 1:1000 
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TYPOLOGY - Slab 
CATEGORY - Single Aspect Building 
SECTOR - Public 
PROLIFERATION PERIOD - early 2000s 
SIGNIFICANCE - A typology developed from the slab block 
to tackle the problem of heavy traffic noise through the form 
of the building instead of the provision of noise barrier 
RELATIONSHIP WITH CITY - Semi-isolation, the block exists 
as an object in the city only with a public space elevated 
from the ground 
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TYPOLOGY - Tower 
CATEGORY - Towers linked f o r m i n g ^ ^ ^ 
SECTOR - Private 
PROLIFERATION PERIOD - 2000s onwards 
SIGNIFICANCE - To maximize the views of every habitable 
room for higher profit, developers have developed this ty-
pology. Yet, it is basically a few towers placed much closer 
or even side by side with the public realm within not linked 
at all 
RELATIONSHIP WITH CITY - Isolation, all ^public' spaces are 
for the residents rather than for the city 
EXAMPLE - Les Saisons (2002) 
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Site Plan 1:15000 
J 
NO. OF STOREYS -
UNITS PER BLOCK 
3(podium)+41 to 47 
-864 
AVERAGE UNIT AREA - 60-150 sq m 
PROGRAMS IN A SINGLE BLOCK - Residential units, refuge 
floor at 29/F, podium private clubhouse, carpark 
TYPOLOGY- Tower 
CATEGORY- Towers with Extra Sky Garden 
SECTOR - Private 
PROLIFERATION PERIOD - 2000s onwards 
SIGNIFICANCE - In terms of the layout, there is basically 
no difference from the most recent private housing design. 
However, the introduction of 2 levels of sky garden, which 
is not statutory required due to its lower building height, 
promotes a better use of public-space-in-the-air, though it 
is still totally private space 
RELATIONSHIP WITH CITY - Isolation, all ^public' spaces are 
for the residents rather than for the city 
EXAMPLE - The Orchards (2001) 
Typical Residential Floor 
Plan 1:1000 
Site Plan 1:15000 
NO. OF STOREYS - 38 
UNITS PER BLOCK - 222 
AVERAGE UNIT AREA - 79-115 sq m 
PROGRAMS IN A SINGLE BLOCK - Residential units, japa-
nese-styled sky garden at 17/F, english-styled sky garden 
at 32/F, podium private landscaped garden, carpark, com-
munity centre 
Typical Residential Floor 
Plan 1:1000 
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2.6 REALM 
The term of public realm is then researched on so as to 
define it. Rather than defining it literally, it is defined 
architecturally and spatially in the urban condition. It is 
aimed to categorize the conditions of the public realm 
into different fundamental elements according to its 
function, activity nature, spatial environment etc. With 
such defined and categorized, it is hoped to understand 
what elements make a good public space with vibrant 
activities. 
As government recreational complexes and parks are 
the most 'public' places, with the most truly 'public' 
activities, among designed public realm in Hong Kong, 
an example from each of these two types is selected 
for study. The Fa Yuen Street Complex in Mongkok is 
selected to represent government recreational com-
plexes as it is one of the tallest of such multi-func-
tional complexes and amongst the most programmati-
cally diverse. While Kowloon Park is selected for study 
due to the fact that it is located in an urban condition 
rather than being a park at the periphery of the city 
like the Lai Chi Kok Park for instance. Furthermore, an 
overseas example, the Central Park in New York is also 
selected to study. 
2.6.1 Fa Yuen Street Complex, Moogkok 
The non-relat ionship between communa l 
programs, commerc ia l programs and public 
space in the complex 
l l i 
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Programs + circulation 
Connections Sections as Nolli The public realm Attachment of pro- Activeness & pas-
Plan grams to 1 circulation siveness of the 
system only public space 
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2.6.2 Kowloon Park, Tsimshatsiii 
Programmatic distribution Overall pedestrian network 
1 
Urban activities expand beyond the boundary 
of Kowloon Park and penetrate into the sur-
rounding urban fabric 
The public realm Programs attached to both the 
primary and secondary circula-
tion systems 
Activeness and passiveness of the 
public spaces 
Active Public Space 
Passive Public Space 
j j ^ ^ H utilitarian Public Space 
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2.6.3 Central Park, New York 
？‘ 
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Circulation type 1 - transverse road Circulation type 2 - vehicular drive Activeness and passiveness of 
public space 
Active Public Space 




From the above three studies of public space, different ele-
ments elements of the public realm are categorized into dif-
ferent architectural conditions. These conditions added to-
gether form the three public spaces. Thus, through studying 
these conditions, it is hoped to understand what conditions 
would result in a vibrant public realm. 
Twelve architectural conditions of the public realm are cat-
egorized from the studies of Fa Yuen Street complex, Kow-
loon Park and Central Park. The programmatic distribution 
of these three public spaces are studied again with the 12 
public realm conditions mapped on. 
From the mappings resulted, it can be concluded that di-
versity really plays an important part in the public realm. 
Among the three cases, in the Fa Yuen Street Complex 
which is always perceived as a very programmatically di-
verse building and therefore is very likely an interesting 
public space. Nevertheless, it turns out to be consisting of 
public space of the same nature. In such a homogeneous 
and segregated environment, the complex can be seen as 
an under-performing part of the public realm that could pro-
vide more for the city with suitable intervention. No wonder 
public life is so introverted inside the building. 
Eventually, this exercise acts as a basis of what types of 
public programs and spaces should be integrated into a 
housing environment to actually serve the community and 
promote public life. 
WITHIN HOUSING 
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Different elements of the public realm 
in Central Park 
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Different elements of the public realm 
in Fa Yuen Street Complex 
Different elements of the public realm 
in Kowloon Park 
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Two different sites are proposed for design implementation 
of the thesis, namely in Lai Chi Kok and North Point. In the 
case of North Point, it is an inner city condition in which ac-
tive and vibrant public lives exist in the vernacular street 
markets and along the main road, King's Road. Meanwhile, 
the proposed site in Lai Chi Kok is more homogeneous in 
terms of housing typology. Moreover, at the junction of 
massive infrastructure networks, it fragmented two large 
existing residential communities. 
Eventually, the site proposed in Lai Chi Kok is selected as 
the site for intervention due to its qualities of being more 
generic. Without a rich site context, the focus can thus be 
put into the testing of the ideals of the thesis. 
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LAI CHI KOK 
MTR STATION 









Lai Chi Kok building use plan 减 
1:8000 �__ •44 
4f 
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wmmm Free-Standing Tower 
Public Housing Estate 
• • H i Large Podium 
Development 
Lai Chi Kok residential typology study 
1:8000 
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Lai Chi Kok programmatic study ( f^ 
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ON 
Regional stadium proposed by the Government 
(Source - Sales Brochure of Manhattan Hill) 
iSIGN !NTERVEI\r 
The next phase of the thesis would be a design intervention 
based on the design strategy formulated above. According to 
government planning, the proposed site would likely remain 
in the existing condition in the near future. Nevertheless, 
much of the area of the proposed site is owned by PCCW 
and houses its regional offices. There is already an attempt 
by PCCW a few years ago to apply for land use modification 
to change the land use to CDA (Comprehensive Develop-
ment Area). Although the proposal was disapproved by the 
Town Planning Board, it remains possible the proposed site 
would be redeveloped into a high density development like 
the adjacent Manhattan Hill. As the site for Manhattan Hill 
was originally a bus depot and had the land use modified 
into CDA, too. What if this piece of land be used as a test-
ing of alternatives to the typology that would most likely be 
applied if it is re-developed? 
It is hoped that the design proposal, which integrates the 
idea of a vibrant public realm into urban housing, would not 
only contribute to the public lives of its residents, but also as 
a generator of communal activities in the vicinity. Moreover, 
it is believed such an intervention would break the invisible 
boundary between the two large residential communities of 
Mei Foo Sun Chuen and the cluster of private developments 
mentioned earlier. Rather than a generic elevated walkway 
connection, a lively 'city within housing' community would 
serve better as a connector and bear the role of housing 
within a city to generate better public lives. 
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PROPOSED ON 
Proposed Site Area - 11035 sq m 
Proposed Demolition of Existing Buildings 
ABANDONED HOSTEL - 2200 sq m 
QUARTERS OF FIRE STATION - 460 sq m 
To be incorporated into housing provision 
Proposed Demolition of Existing Buildings :-
PCCW OFFICE TOWER - 26000 sq m 
To be partly incorporated into proposed design 
PCCW SPORTS CENTRE - 7300 sq m 
To be incorporated into the programs of the public realm 
PCCW TELEPHONE EXCHANGE/OFFICE - 13100 sq m 
To be partly incorporated into proposed design 
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3.2 MAIN DESI 丨 NCEP 
The main design concept regarding the residential typology 
proposed is a HYBRID of the BLOCK and COURTYARD types, 
that contains a continuous three-dimensional public realm 
that is filled with vibrant and coherent communal activities. 
The rationale of this proposal is that based upon the high-
density residential typology research of the research phase, 
the block building type can be regarded as a type that fits 
the objectives of the thesis. Due to its large volume, the 
block building is able to incorporate many different possibili-
ties within. Moreover, its large volume enables the ease of 
multiple connections within the building in multiple levels. 
Thus enabling the possibility of having multiple grounds and 
multiple entry and connections with the city. Furthermore, 
there is an ease of integration and configuration of multiple 
programs into the block building type when compared to 
other more common types, the tower for instance. 
There is also a severe segregation between current resi-
dential develoments in Hong Kong in the type of towers on 
a podium. Usually, the podium would take up most or all of 
the site area. Therefore, in some sense, the block building 
type can be said to be putting the podium to a extreme -
a podium extruded to many levels that different programs 
and housing are mixed within. 
However, the block has its disadvantage of solidness and 
bulkiness and large internal volume without direct sunlight. 
Therefore, it is proposed to hybrid the block with the court-
yard to let in sunlight and make the block more porous. 
Moreover, based on the research on the elements of the 
public realm, the elements that support active activities 
are concluded to be large and in an intimate environment. 
Therefore, the courtyard type is proposed as the space 
where active public activities take place. 
study model of the block building 
Montane Mansion 
Study model of a block on the site 
Site Coverage -100% 
Plot Ratio -10 
Study model of a block on the site 
Site Coverage -100% 
Plot Ratio -15 
Study model of a courtyard on the site 
Site Coverage -100% 
Plot Ratio - 6.86 
1:1000 
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3.3 PRELIM N 
study models in the scale of 1:1000 is used to test different 
design scenarios. The intention of each model is different, 
one is testing the idea of mixing of housing and non-housing 
programs while the other maybe testing of the relationship 
of solid and void. 
study model testing the mixing of housing (white) and non-housing (blue) programs 
1:1000 
Study model testing the circulation network within the block 
1:1000 
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From the research on the elements of public realm, 
four types of elements are selected out as being large 
and outdoor space with active activities that fit to be 
the program of the courtyard. 
CATEGORY 





Green lawn + playground 
Sports area 
Piazza, civic area 
Market, community shop 
Hence, 4 COURTYARDS are proposed to be the main 
open space system and primary level of the public 
realm within the block. Due to the fact that each court-
yard is associated with a specific and different program, 
thus this programmatic characteristic would be able to 
shape the spaces surrounding the courtyards. Further-
more, the positioning and levels of the courtyards are 
















It has been found on site that although there is not 
much happening near the selected site, there is an un-
usually high number of people commuting through the 
site area between Lai Chi Kok and Mei Foo Sun Chuen. 
As a response to this existing circulation pattern, a main 
circulation system that cut through along the middle of 
the site is proposed. This 'CENTRAL SPINE' provides an 
alternative for the commuters to have a journey that is 
filled with vibrant public activities rather than one that 
is flanked by blank walls on both sides. Moreover, this 
Central Spine acts as a spine that direct connections to 
each of the 4 courtyards are branched out. Direct con-
nections between courtyard and courtyard are further 
added to create a continuous public realm. 
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Models to investigate further the courtyards and the circulation network - the continuous public realm 
1:500 
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Model to investigate the overall form, connection between courtyards and insertion of non-housing programs (blue) 
1:500 
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Model to investigate the overall form, connection between courtyards and the relationship 
of public programs (brown), utility programs (grey) and housing (white) 
1:500 
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Model to investigate the configuration of the different programs 
1:500 
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3.4 ^^  < EG， 
The Site 
A Network of Small 
Courtyards 
Formation of Large 
Courtyards 
Basic Footprint of 
the building 
7 8 
Central Spine cutting 
through the courtyards 
Variation of the levels of the 
courtyards to respect the dif-
ferent activity function of the 
courtyards 
Secondary meandering path-
way linking the courtyards and 
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Ground floor plan 
1:750 
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1/F floor plan 
1:750 
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2/F floor plan 
1:750 
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3/F floclr 
1:750 
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4/F floor plan 
1:750 
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6/F floor plan 
1:750 
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9/F floor plan 
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Typical floor plan (13/F) 
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1 Landscape 
2 Office area 
3 Cinema 
4 Bookstore 
5 Entry to the 
6 Residential 
7 Express lift 
8 Carpark 
9 Existing fire 
10 Void 
Main roof plan 
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11 Community centre 21 
12 Retail space 22 
13 Connection to existing footbridge 23 
14 Wet market 24 
15 Terrace 25 
16 Dry market 26 
17 Market Courtyard 27 
18 Restaurant 28 
19 Art/film gallery 29 
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View from the Central Spine overlooking 
the Market Courtyard 
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Area - 77.6 sq m 
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Lower floor 
Duplex 3 bedrooms 
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Area - 23.7 sq m 
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1 Public corridor 
2 Semi-public balcony 
3 Private laundry room/store 
4 Private balcony 
5 Pipe duct 
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Design model showing housing (white) and non-housing (brown) programs 
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